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ABSTRACT

Design practitioners are increasingly engaged in describing
ethical complexity in their everyday work, exemplified by
concepts such as “dark patterns” and “dark UX.” In parallel,
researchers have shown how interactions and discourses in
online communities allow access to the various dimensions of
design complexity in practice. In this paper, we conducted a
content analysis of the subreddit “/r/assholedesign,”identifying
how users on Reddit engage in conversation about ethical concerns. We identify what types of artifacts are shared, and
the salient ethical concerns that community members link
with “asshole” behaviors. Based on our analysis, we propose properties that describe “asshole designers,” both distinct
and in relation to dark patterns, and point towards an anthropomorphization of ethics that foregrounds the inscription of
designer’s values into designed outcomes. We conclude with
opportunities for further engagement with ethical complexity
in online and offline contexts, stimulating ethics-focused conversations among social media users and design practitioners.
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INTRODUCTION

The rapid advancement of technological capability and ubiquity shapes our daily experiences and decision-making processes, but the ethical character of these technologies is often
opaque and inaccessible to everyday users. HCI and STS scholars are increasingly focused on describing the ethical concerns
present in everyday technologies (e.g., [25, 31, 56, 64]), providing mechanisms by which ethically-dubious technologies can
be critiqued [2, 67], and providing guidance to practitioners on
how to act in more value-centered ways [28, 55]. In parallel
with these academically-focused discourses of ethical technology practice, practitioners have also led the conversation
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in more pragmatic terms using concepts such as “dark patterns” or “dark UX” [7, 33, 42, 49] to describe how persuasive
strategies (e.g., Fogg [21]) can be used by designers to create
manipulative or evil design artifacts.
Debates about design ethics have recently extended beyond
practitioners to everyday users, led by privacy and security concerns promulgated in the wake of crises such as the Cambridge
Analytica scandal [36]. Thus, while there is continued value in
uncovering the ethical complexity of everyday technology and
design work on the part of practitioners [7, 42], there is also a
concomitant need for everyday citizens to become aware of
ethical issues that may impact their current and future lives.
Thus, we seek to identify and explore a new strand of research
that parallels practitioner engagement in ethics (dominated by
the “dark patterns” literature), describing a space where everyday technology users can take on an informed ethical stance
that may lead to further action. We begin by seeking only
to describe that elements of this ethical positioning already
exists, in latent form, in online social media communities.
In this paper, we seek to describe the felt ethical complexity of
users as they share ethically-nuanced artifacts on Reddit, resulting in a user-focused description of ethical concern. We use a
content analysis approach to characterize the ethical concerns
presented in 1002 posts that were shared on “/r/assholedesign”
primarily from July 2017 to November 2018. We describe
an iterative coding of post attributes such as: interaction context, domain, presence of dark patterns, presence of company
shaming, and medium of artifact presentation. This coding
approach allows us to identify the types of exemplars that were
shared by this community, the relationship of these posts to
known dark patterns strategies [33], and new types of artifacts
presenting different forms of malicious behaviors that are not
well represented in existing ethics corpora. Through our analysis of these artifacts, we build upon existing notions of dark
patterns to propose a community-grounded notion of the “asshole designer,” while also seeking to clarify the differences in
awareness, intentionality, and aggressiveness of dark patterns
strategies and asshole designer properties.
Our contribution through this work is three fold. First, we
characterize the properties of asshole design through a content
analysis of artifacts posted in the subreddit “/r/assholedesign.”
This analysis enables a description of different mechanisms
used and range of contexts in which these designs exist, building upon the dark patterns literature. Second, we distinguish
asshole design from value-centered design and bad design,

providing a precise conceptual vocabulary to inform ethicsfocused research in HCI contexts. Third, we characterize the
capacity of an online community to engage in ethical argumentation “on the ground” without specific philosophical supports,
opening new opportunities to study and support ethical deliberation without precise or articulated ethics vocabulary. The
properties of asshole design and the capacity of the community
to engage in this ethically ambiguous space provide a concrete
space for the practice of pragmatist ethics, aiding researchers
in identifying new methodological and discursive supports to
increase ethical awareness and action.
BACKGROUND WORK
Discourses about Ethics

Among HCI and STS scholars, there has been a substantial
discussion of issues relating to ethics and values (e.g., [25, 56,
66]). This is evidenced by the creation and dissemination of a
wide range of methods, methodologies, and approaches that
are intended to support a ethically-aware and engaged design
practice such as: value sensitive design (VSD) [25, 26], values
at play [19], value levers [55], critical and humanist design [2,
3], speculative design [15], reflective design [54], situational
ethics [46], and in-action ethics [24]. Shilton [56] has provided
perhaps the most thorough overview of these trends in the
HCI community, which reveals numerous opportunities for
future engagement in research and practice contexts. These
value-centered approaches are dominant within the research
discourse, but few have experienced widespread awareness or
use in design practice. However, we position these discourses
of ethics to be critical for future ethical action, as they impact
sensitivity to ethics-related issues and shape the training of
future designers through formal educational channels.
In parallel to the academic discourse, design practitioners have
sought to establish their own vocabulary to engage with ethical concerns. Perhaps the oldest and most popular framing of
ethics in UX practice is the notion of “dark patterns,” a concept
created by academic-turned-practitioner Harry Brignull that
describes “a user interface that has been carefully crafted to
trick users into doing things [. . . that do] not have the user’s
interests in mind” [8]. This neologism was originally coined to
encourage the shaming of companies that engaged in practices
deemed to be unethical, and has been supported by a website
run by Brignull and others [8]. Recent work in the HCI community by Gray and colleagues has built upon this concept to
describe these dark patterns as strategies that designers use
to manipulate or persuade users, with a set of five proposed
dark strategies: nagging, obstruction, sneaking, interface interference, and forced action [33]. In addition, articles in the
popular press have brought attention to dark patterns and illegitimate forms of persuasion more broadly (e.g., [7, 27, 57]).
Fansher et al. [17] have traced this concept in Twitter conversations among practitioners, finding that this term (indicated
by the inclusion of #darkpatterns) is highly cohesive, and
is used in predictable ways to highlight ethical concern in
technological artifacts, albeit on a small scale. Other recent
work has described the use of dark patterns in proxemic sensing [34]; contributed potential anti-patterns [44]; identified the
use of dark patterns on online shopping websites [43]; provided accounts of end user perceptions of dark patterns [42];

and presented the use of dark patterns on Facebook to manipulate online disclosure [62]. In all of this literature, the
concept of dark patterns has been used as theoretical framework, further connecting translational opportunities between
academic and practitioner discourses. Moving beyond dark
patterns, Nodder [49] has also written a practitioner-focused
text describing how persuasive techniques are used to create
dark design outcomes that make customers feel good about
their decisions, even when companies are taking advantage of
them. Most recently, Chivukula et al. [11] have identified a
social media concept known as “asshole design,” which moves
beyond practitioner discourses and notions of “dark UX” to focus on the engagement of end users on Reddit. We specifically
seek to build and expand upon this work in this paper.
There is also a relevant connection to discourses among design
researchers, particularly from a design studies perspective
(e.g., [12,37,41,52,60,65]). Within this framing, largely driven
by modeling of ethics surrounding the manipulation, shaping,
or nudging of human behavior, physical artifacts are often
foregrounded [12, 37, 52], as is the role of design in shaping
society on a systemic level (e.g., ontological design; [65]).
While our primary contribution in this paper is to the HCI
community, we do see value in these parallel discourses from
a design perspective that show sustained interest in the ethical
inscriptions and discourses of the designed world.
In addition to academic and practitioner engagement with
ethics, there is increasing interest by policymakers in addressing issues of manipulation and coercion. Most recently, the
DETOUR act [63] was proposed in the United States Senate
that would ban the use of certain types of dark patterns, but
only for large tech companies with more than 100 million users.
This recent effort parallels interests in data protection and privacy as part of the EU GDPR directive [20], concerns about
manipulation among contractors in the gig economy [53], and
fallout from the Cambridge Analytica scandal [36, 39].
Across all of these discourses, with the exception of the “asshole design” subreddit, there is little prior work on ethical
engagement from the perspective of end users, with Maier [42]
as a rare example. In this paper, we seek to build upon these
existing discourses, while also identifying a new space for
ethical engagement that may have substantial implications for
researchers, practitioners, and policymakers.
Ethical Engagement in Research and Design Practice

While the previous section dealt primarily with discourses
of design, and common concepts and language within each
discourse, in this section we seek to link our work to existing
codes of ethics in academia and practice, and the methodological challenges with assessing ethical behaviors and notions of
design intent. Numerous researchers have addressed the importance of engaging with ethical practices, describing the impact
on pedagogy [18], design philosophy [13, 47], sociotechnical research [23, 45], disciplinary codes of ethics [9, 22, 29],
and design practices [5, 25, 31, 38, 56]. Through these efforts,
several frameworks and methods have been proposed to identify how ethical considerations could be incorporated into
designers’ everyday work; however, many efforts have been
inconclusive in terms of impact on everyday design practices,

underscored by the prevalence of ethics violations in large
technology systems and the lack of comprehensive and contractual ethical obligation in most technology fields. These
multiple conversations regarding ethics present an opportunity
to connect user, practitioner, and academic discourses, and
to describe the ethical vocabulary already present in each of
these spaces. This paper is focused on documenting the ethical
discourse from the perspective of Reddit users, and we seek to
begin the connective work proposed here in the discussion.
From an STS perspective, numerous scholars have proposed
the concept of value inscription—a recognition that human
values and “scripts” for operation are tacitly embedded in
the artifacts designers create—and the role of the designer
in understanding and managing this inscription process (e.g.,
[1, 16, 35, 61]). Building upon this mediation of ethical concerns, Gray & Chivukula [31] have proposed the notion of ethical design complexity, building upon prior work from Stolterman [58] to describe the central role of the designer—shaped
by organizational and socio-cultural forces—in this inscription
process. In this paper, we seek to evaluate the outcomes of
design activity through resulting artifacts, particularly drawing from the notion of artifacts as being value-laden in their
own right [66], rather than focusing on the direct (and indeed,
not completely knowable) intent of the designer. In taking
this artifact-focused framing, we rely upon the notion of inscription, particularly drawing from Verbeek [61], to identify
value-laden assumptions and approaches that a designer might
be likely to have taken on in the process of their design work
as evidenced by designed outcomes.
OUR APPROACH

In this study, we conducted a content analysis [48] of an intact online Reddit community with the goal of identifying
and describing ethically-concerning artifacts posted by users,
building upon the prior work of Chivukula et al. [11]. We
consider these users as a self-selected sample of individuals
who are capable of participating in casual conversations on
ethical issues that they face in their everyday lives, but who
are unlikely to be part of the ethics discourse as a researcher
or practitioner. This is supported by the lack of use of industry terms such as “dark patterns” when raising issues of
ethical concern. Beyond this non-practitioner status, we do not
address the potential demographic characteristics of Reddit
broadly or this subreddit specifically. Due to the pseudonymity
of the Reddit context, we cannot consider the generalizability
of these conversations beyond this specific subreddit. Using
the artifacts shared within this community, we propose areas of
ethical concern and identify the relationship of asshole design
to other ethical phenomena in HCI and design contexts. Using
this approach, we answer the following research questions in
this paper:
1. What types of asshole design exemplars were shared by
the community members?
2. What dark pattern strategies were present in these asshole
designs?
3. What properties do asshole designers take on to implement their malicious intent?

Research Context

We targeted the subreddit “/r/assholedesign/,” which has 1.1
million subscribers at the time of writing, to explore online discussions of ethical concerns present in everyday interactions.
This subreddit aims—at a large scale—to collect examples of
asshole design, guided by the sardonic tagline: “Because nothing comes before profit, especially not the consumer.” Based
on this definition, we anticipated overlap with previous conceptualizations of dark patterns. This subreddit community is
moderated, and includes a range of guidelines that are intended
to focus posts on artifacts that intentionally create suboptimal
user experiences to value profit over user experience. As described by a flowchart pinned to the community guidelines,
this subreddit does not allow posts of “bad design,” nor does
it allow posts of suboptimal designs that were not intentional
(leveraging Hanlon’s razor). Thus, this community—based
on its guidelines—promises to provide a qualified set of exemplars of asshole design, including explicit examples (e.g.,
images, videos, links) that demonstrate malicious intent to
mislead users for specific purposes. In this section, we will
describe how we collected the data, our selection criteria for
the posts, and the data analysis approach used for this study.
Data Collection

Using the Reddit API and a set of PHP scripts, we retrieved
4775 posts which were published in “/r/assholedesign,” primarily from July 2017 to November 2018, using three separate
and overlapping data pulls. We cannot guarantee that all posts
were collected due to API limitations and a rolling window of
post availability, but the total posts captured is consistent with
current observable posting trends on the subreddit. We collected all post data along with linked media content (through
the “related URL” link, the post message, and all other metadata (e.g., user id, post id, timestamp of creation, permanent
link, score, number of comments, upvotes/downvotes). All
accessible comment data was also retrieved, but was excluded
from analysis for this study. All post data was processed and
compiled into a relational MySQL database with a unique
post id tagged to each post for easy retrieval at later stages of
analysis. To limit the number of posts to a reasonable volume
for hand-coding, we randomly selected 1002 posts from 4775
using a random number generator. This subset represents our
analysis focus for the remainder of this paper. These 1002
posts were written by 948 unique authors and had 32105 associated comments (AVG = 32.04; SD = 103.24; MAX =
1403; MIN = 0). Because the focus of our research questions was on the artifacts being shared, and not the community
response to these artifacts, we have chosen to analyze only
the shared post content (based on the media content and post
description)—our unit of analysis for this study—bracketing
aside any associated comments for future work.
Data Analysis

We performed several iterative levels of content analysis using the dataset described in the previous section, gradually
moving from preliminary codes to a consistent and robust vocabulary that described post content. In total, we performed
multiple rounds of analysis on 1002 posts with a team of five
researchers: two graduate level and three undergraduate level.

All researchers had a background in UX design and expertise
in qualitative research techniques through coursework or prior
engagement in research projects. This training in both UX
design and qualitative research, in addition to sensitization to
the subreddit prior to coding, gave the researchers the ability
to contextualize the design artifacts being shared and conduct
content analysis of these posts in a robust way. Our analysis
has low risk for participants or redditors, since only shared
artifacts were analyzed, with no description of user account
information that would increase unnecessary discoverability.
Two researchers began by lurking in the subreddit [4, 51] to
familiarize themselves with the characteristics of the community and the posts. While we conducted this initial exploration
of posts, we found not all shared artifacts aligned with the
community definition of an “asshole design.” Therefore, we
began by classifying the posts based on the types of design
issues it presented: bad design, asshole design, or neither. We
coded a post as bad design when it did not describe malicious
intent by the designer, but rather caused inconvenience to users
due to usability issues. We coded a post as asshole design if it
was intentionally designed to restrict or obstruct user agency
or autonomy through interruptions or undue persuasion, as
defined by the community posting guidelines. Specifically, the
posts were tagged as asshole design when the design elements
restricted users from performing an action such as closing
an advertisement or pop-up, changing settings of applications
without choice, or otherwise misleading users. Posts that contained insufficient information or lacked an artifact that had a
malicious or “asshole” intent was coded as none.
Based on this first round of coding, which included sensitization to the range of artifacts being shared, we identified
an additional set of codes to represent the ethical concerns
present in the posts. We found that asshole design(er) properties with overt manipulative properties could be easily demarcated from dark patterns, which use deceptive techniques in
indirect, sneakier, and less detectable forms. This resulted in
the following initial codebook:
• What types of ethical design issues were described? (asshole design, bad design, or none)
• How was the design artifact represented? (image, video, or
link)
• What interaction context was described in the design artifact? (physical, mobile, desktop)
In addition to these codes from the first round, we identified
and analyzed a series of open codes that focused on the context and purpose of the artifact using a bottom-up thematic
approach [6]. This resulted in codes to describe the interaction
domain, whether the artifact shamed a company, and what ethical concerns were most salient in the artifact. Further analysis
of these codes led to the generation of an extended codebook:
• Is a dark pattern present? (if so: nagging, obstruction,
sneaking, interface interference, and/or forced action)
• Does it call out or shame a company? (yes or no)
• What is the interaction domain? (e.g., healthcare, gaming, social media, messaging, permissions, advertisements,
email)

Figure 1. Inclusion Strategy for Posts.

Using this refined codebook, we coded 1002 posts using a
custom online dashboard, applying codes non-exclusively. To
ensure coding consistency and agreement, we divided the
posts among five researchers using the same coding interface,
discussing any posts where the meaning of the codes or their
application was unclear. This coding process, and the regular
conversations that the analysis encouraged, increased the rigor
of our data analysis and built a shared understanding of all
codes. After initial code application, all codes were confirmed
by a second coder, with discussion until full agreement was
reached. All codes were processed in a MySQL database for
further data analysis and insight formulation.
Based on these coding results, we produced descriptive statistics to characterize the dataset. We began by excluding all
posts that were not consistent with the community definition of
asshole design (n=312), and all further analysis was conducted
on the posts that remained (n=690). See Figure 1 for clarification of this inclusion/exclusion process. We used MySQL
queries to retrieve quantitative results to answer RQ1, including the kinds of posts present and the frequency of various
asshole qualities. To answer RQ2, describing how dark pattern
strategies were used to further “asshole” aims, we retrieved
all the posts that were tagged to use a dark pattern (n=565)
based on each strategy proposed by Gray et al. [33]: nagging
(n=112), obstruction (n=170), sneaking (n=179), interface
interference (n=148), and forced action (n=168). These individual strategies do not add up to the total number of dark
pattern posts, showing that there were multiple strategies used
to create these artifacts, and thus, these posts were not coded
exclusively. To answer RQ3, we focus primarily on the 125
posts that were categorized as “asshole design,” yet did not
use any known dark pattern strategies. As the community
members described the inscribed values of assholery in relation to possible or likely malicious intent of designers, we
examined characteristics of these posts to formulate “properties of asshole designers.” While designer intent is not the
only lens through which to view issues of ethical concern, this
community did identify a primary role of their discourse in
informing better or different design practices, thus explicitly
casting these artifacts as having been designed with poor intent, outcomes, or both. This is particularly evident in the
title of the subreddit: “When Assholes Design Things.” To
analyze these posts and their qualities further, each post was
further analyzed by two researchers and open coded based on
the description and media content.

FINDINGS

We present our findings regarding the nature of shared posts
and ethical concerns raised by Redditors on “/r/assholedesign”
in three related sections. First, we describe how the community members represented and perceived the exemplars in their
daily lives, evidenced through the format of the post and the interaction context implied by the shared artifact. Second, using
the concept of dark patterns as an analytic lens, we identify the
frequency and role of dark patterns in asshole designs. Third,
we list and articulate the unique properties of “asshole designers,” categorizing mechanisms by which designers deceive
users that move beyond existing dark patterns strategies.
Format of Asshole Design Posts

Exemplars were presented on this subreddit in three different
representational forms: images, videos, or URLs. While images (e.g., screenshots, photos) tended to be used to explicitly
pinpoint the design elements, videos (e.g., GIFs, image sequences, screen/video recordings) were used to specifically
target the interaction flow over multiple screens. URLs were
also used to link to articles, web pages, or media sources
(i.e., video, images) on other platforms. Images (n=604) were
used most frequently, followed by URLs (n=99) and videos
(n=39). This is aligned with community posting guidelines,
which recommend images such as screenshots rather than a
direct link to websites, thus exposing and preserving asshole
design techniques as a permanent record. These formats were
generally well-targeted by the authors to visualize the specific
ethical concerns being raised, with some ethical concerns requiring only a static screenshot or photo, while others required
representation of the temporal dimension to show deception
or manipulation being enacted over time.
Using these different representational forms, members shared
artifacts in digital and physical contexts, differing from prior
corpora of dark patterns that were primarily digital. The digital
artifacts shared included both mobile and desktop interfaces,
representing a wide range of digital interaction contexts. Physical artifacts included packages, infrastructure, and other physical products. In our dataset, 594 digital artifacts (mobile=324;
desktop=270) and 94 physical artifacts were represented.
Building on the formats and interaction contexts of the shared
posts described, we coded the intent of the posts by its domain, based on the artifact described in the post. The domain defines the category or topic of interaction implied by
the posted artifact. Domains found in our dataset included
common applications shipped by large companies (n=214),
advertisements (210), social media (99), e-mail (82), gaming (70), physical products (65), permissions (58), shopping
(39), messaging(27), food(26), physical infrastructure(13),and
healthcare (4). These domains were applied non-exclusively,
with an average of 1.33 domains (SD=0.64) per posted artifact. The most frequently observed domains were applications
by large companies and advertisements. 214 posts that related to mobile or desktop applications by companies such
as Google, Microsoft, Apple, Facebook, Instagram, and Tumblr, were coded as ‘large company applications.’ Authors of
these posts expressed negative emotions when posting the artifacts, and explicitly called out the company’s name (n=162),

shaming them for their design decisions. This is resonant
with Brignull’s original call for dark patterns to facilitate the
“naming and shaming” of offending companies [7]. ‘Advertisements’ (n=210) included pop-ups, flyers or interfaces that
targeted the selling of brand name products, although only
36 of these posts included explicit company shaming. The
second tier of most frequently occurring domains included
social media applications or features, physical artifacts which
also included infrastructure, games and communication channels like messaging and e-mail. Other less frequently applied
domains included shopping (digital or physical), food, security settings such as permissions, and healthcare. In the next
section, we will describe how the community members recognized dark pattern strategies in different domains and used
these characteristics to expose them as asshole designs.
Dark Patterns Strategies in Posts

Among the 690 posts we coded as containing “asshole designs,”
565 (81.88%) included dark pattern strategies that enabled the
asshole designs to manipulate user behavior. The remaining
125 (18.12%) posts used different strategies—moving beyond
known dark patterns—which are explained later as preliminary properties of asshole designers. In this section, we will
focus on the 565 posts to present how dark patterns strategies
were incorporated in asshole designs posted in this community, providing evidence of the ethical concern of these users
aligning with known ethical issues already documented within
the practitioner community. The notion of “dark patterns” was
not explicitly called out in any post titles or messages, even
while artifacts were shared that clearly exhibited these “dark
UX” characteristics.
Among the five dark pattern strategies proposed by Gray et
al. [33], sneaking (31.68%, n=179) was most frequent and
nagging (19.82%, n=112) was least frequently used in posted
artifacts. The other dark pattern strategies occurred roughly
a quarter of the time: obstruction at 30.09% (n=170), forced
action at 29.73% (n=168), and interface interference at 26.19%
(n=148). These strategies were coded non-exclusively, with
an average of 1.38 strategies (SD=0.64) applied per post. Post
authors explicitly called out the name of companies 27.61%
(n=156) of the time, shaming them for their design decisions.
These companies were primarily large technology companies
such as: social media apps (Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat,
Reddit), online shopping sites (Amazon, Staples, etc.), online
resource sharing forums (Tumblr, Dribble), and other basic
applications (Paypal, Duolingo). Dark pattern strategies were
used in all identified interaction domains at roughly similar
proportions. In the following subsections, we will describe
each dark pattern strategy as aligned with the ‘asshole design”
content represented in the post.
Nagging

Nagging “manifests as a repeated intrusion during normal interaction, where the user’s desired task is interrupted one or
more times by other tasks not directly related to the one the
user is focusing on.” [33]. This dark pattern was observed
primarily in domains of large company applications (36.61%),
advertisements (31.25%),and social media (18.75%). To illustrate this, one post included a screenshot with a bundle of

notifications from Trivia on their mobile, which nags every 2
to 3 hours, with a subtext to persuade the user to play. The
author posts saying “Fuck you Trivia Crack. Spamming my
notifications and nagging me to play isn’t making me want
to play anymore.” The notifications read ‘You’re the chosen
one. Nah!.. Just play’ or ‘Roses are red. Violets are blue, why
don’t you just play...’. This nagging behavior is positioned as
a motivation to discontinue use of the application.

contents, criticizing the company’s sale tactics: “There’s 50%
air and 50% candy.” In digital contexts, sneaking was the most
frequently observed in games (13.41%), with dark patterns
that were focused on advertisements (e.g., fake close button)
and payments. In one posted example, an app promotes a ‘1
week free trial,’ which when the user tries to download the app,
then indicates ‘free trials only for 3 days.’ The author identifies that this inconsistency in language is illegal and should be
monitored by organizations such as the app store provider.

Obstruction

Obstruction is defined as “impeding a task flow, making an interaction more difficult than it inherently needs to be with the
intent to dissuade an action” [33]. The posts that relied upon
this strategy included restricting service if the user was unwilling to provide required information, advertisements blocking
the access of information, disabling functionality in pop-ups,
continuous updates from other unsubscribed channels, and notifications for subscriptions. Across the domains, obstruction
did not show any notable difference compared to the other dark
pattern strategies; however, authors mentioned large company
apps more frequently in the posts (41.18%). In one example
of this strategy, the user posted their experience of reading a
blog where their service was interrupted with the requirement
of signing up for the blog to read the entire article by paying;
they reflected their inconvenience in their post title: “Don’t
worry. It’s not like I wanted to finish what I was reading.”
Forced Action

Forced action as a strategy manifests “any situation in which
users are required to perform a specific action to access (or continue to access) specific functionality” [33]. The community
tended to call out companies more frequently using this strategy, perhaps due to the more transparent manipulation present
in this strategy that may align well with user notions of “asshole design.” This strategy was primarily present in domains
dealing with large company applications (41.67%), advertisements (25.00%), social media (18.45%), email (14.29%), and
permissions (12.50%). To illustrate this strategy, one author
posted a video of their interaction with a desktop application
where she evaluated the required ‘agree’ to Terms and Conditions by saying “If your "subscribe to our newsletter" box is a
requirement to accept your terms and conditions, you will be
sent to hell”. In this video, the ‘Done’ button is activated only
when the user subscribes to their newsletter, exemplifying the
forcing of specific user actions.
Sneaking

Sneaking is defined “as an attempt to hide, disguise, or delay the divulging of information that has relevance to the
user” [33]. Sneaking was the most frequent strategy used in
asshole design posts but paradoxically, the community members were less likely to shame the creators as compared to other
dark patterns (18.89% of all sneaking examples). Sneaking
was frequently found in posts exposing manipulation in physical interaction contexts such as physical products (18.99%)
and food (8.38%), as compared to the other dark pattern strategies. The community members shared posts related to package
designs that caused consumers to misestimate the size or quality of its contents. For instance, an author posts a photo showing a large gap between the package and the actual size of its

Interface Interference

Interface interference is defined “as any manipulation of the
user interface that privileges specific actions over others,
thereby confusing the user or limiting discoverability of important action possibilities” [33]. This strategy was primarily
used in advertisements, large company applications (24.32%),
social media (15.54%), and emails (15.54%), often through the
inclusion of fine prints or by toying with user’s emotions. This
strategy can be illustrated through posts that tagged advertisements that were disguised in a web page as if they were part of
the regular content, thereby misleading the users to click them
more often. These interactions were shamed (23.65%), even
while considering the potential monetary gain for business.
Properties of Asshole Designers

In this section, we will focus on 18.12% (n=125) of the asshole
design posts that mislead or manipulate users without the
presence of dark pattern strategies. We seek to move beyond
the community’s ability to identify artifacts consistent with
dark strategies already well known to design practitioners,
identifying a set of properties that lead towards a communitygrounded notion of the “asshole designer.” Using the logic of
Gray et al. [33] in applying descriptors to the designer rather
than the artifact—thereby amplifying the notion of designer
responsibility—these properties point towards a designer’s
potential motivation, intent, or other shaping factors (cf., [10])
that result in an artifact that is deemed to be an “asshole design.”
We have identified six properties, including: automating the
user away, being two-faced, being controlling, entrapping,
nickling-and-diming, and misrepresenting. These properties
are described as qualities of asshole designers, illustrated using
post contents, and compared with their resemblance to dark
pattern strategies in the following section.
Automating the User Away

Designers who automate the user away automate the process
of performing tasks without user’s consent or confirmation,
redirecting the agency to lay partially or completely with the
system to perform a particular action. This property questions
the agency of the user, allowing the system to act on the user’s
behalf. For example, one post read “Windows 10 automatic
updates without choice. Now that’s asshole design.” The author of this post shared a screenshot of Windows update screen
which started the process of update without the user confirming the respective action. The post was supported by others
narrating similar experiences when automated actions were
performed, often in critical moments, without any warning or
opportunity to consent. In these cases, the system is deemed
to be more intelligent and capable than the user, with portions
of the user’s autonomy being replaced by system functionality.

Property Of Asshole Designers
Automating the User Away

Description
Designers automate the process of performing essential tasks without the user’s confirmation, thereby removing agency and the ability to consent.

Two-Faced

Designers provide contradictory and conflicting information, confusing the user.

Controlling

Designers interrupt or restrict the user’s task flow, explicitly directing the task flow.

Entrapping

Designers mislead the user, setting a trap that the user cannot avoid or correct.

Nickling-And-Diming

Designers disguise the full payment needed, continually asking users to pay more, and
often restricting interaction until payment is provided to continue the flow.

Misrepresenting

Designers provide ambiguous and incorrect information in a direct way to trick users.
Table 1. Properties of Asshole Designers

Figure 2. Examples of Asshole Designer properties: (a) Two-faced, (b) Controlling, and (c) Entrapping.

Designers who are two-faced create interactions that provide
the user with contradictory and conflicting information with
the goal of confusing the user into following a predetermined
path, often through disjointed textual information. For example, one post illustrates (Figure 2(a)) an ad blocking application which includes fine print that indicates “Contains Ads.”
The post author shares a sardonic description: “Want to get
rid of ads? Too bad.” A similar example was posted, which
tagged a fitness application that showed pizza delivery ads. In
both cases, the authors question the conflict created between
the stated purpose of the app and the designers’ inclusion of
ambiguity or contradicting information that confused the user.
In these cases, subterfuge in language and hierarchy can nudge
the user to follow a predetermined path if they do not pay attention (interface interference), but even if they are paying
attention, major discrepancies confuse the proper path.

ging”, and they are not subliminal or sneaky forms of control,
as in the dark pattern “obstruction”. Instead, this property
indicates explicit and transparent manipulation of the user task
flow that is visible to the user. For example, as shown in Figure 2(b), a user posted: “TurboTax is like a psycho significant
other; the only button at the confirm unsubscription page is
‘resubscribe.’” In this case, the user was trying to unsubscribe
to the service, which directs to a page where there is only a
“Resubscribe” option. This interaction interrupts the task flow,
restricting the user from complete their goal of unsubscribing.
Another example of controlling behavior is showcased in a
post where a YouTube user is restricted from manually selecting the video quality accessible over mobile networks. The
user posted: “I pay my own data bill, so how about I decide
thank you”. In these cases, restriction and control of user
choice decreases user autonomy in ways that are transparent
to the user, yet unavoidable.

Controlling

Entrapping

Designers who are controlling create interruptions or restrictions in the user’s task flow, explicitly directing the task flow.
This control of the task flow can be implemented through techniques such as unskippable pop-ups, placing ads in awkward
contexts, or providing a lack of options for selection. These
interruptions do not nag the users, as in the dark pattern “nag-

Designers who entrap users seek to mislead the user into
performing an action that is advantageous to the shareholder,
which is difficult or impossible to avoid or correct. This approach makes it difficult for the user to exert control over the
task flow, and often results in decreasing levels of autonomy
and agency after the “trap has been sprung.” For example, in

Two-faced

Figure 2(c), an author posts a screenshot of a pop-up while
playing a game with a description stating: “To unlock the next
level I can either buy it or watch 3 ads. But, after every ad
there is a 24 hour cool down before I can watch the next one.”
In this design, the user either has to pay using “Buy Now” or
watch the ads which means that the user cannot return to the
game for three days due to cool down period of a day after
each ad. Here, the user is trapped in the designed system
and may “choose” to pay to continue the game immediately.
Other examples include instances where the user “Can’t delete
credit card information before uninstalling the app,” resulting in a conflict between losing confidential information or
uninstalling the app. In these cases, the trap is transparent
to the user (thus different from the dark pattern strategies of
“obstruction” or “forced action”), yet the user has minimal
control over responding to the trap in ways other than those
intended by the designer.
Nickling-And-Diming

Designers who nickle-and-dime the user seek to make users
pay more than they intend, often by failing to disclose the full
cost of engaging with the service. This approach impacts the
monetary expectations of the user, using progressive disclosure
to hide aspects of the service and its monetary impact in ways
that are advantageous to the user. This property is illustrated
through a post which states: “Want to play on Switch? Fuck
you, pay twice the price.” In this case, where the user have
to pay more if they use the Stream service as opposed to
a standalone version of the game. In another example, an
author posted an e-mail from their credit card company with a
subject line that reads “Hey, you haven’t maxed out this credit
card, what do you think this is?!” This type of interaction
is persuading them to max-out their usage of the credit card,
thus leading to other future opportunities for fees that would
benefit the shareholder.
Misrepresenting

Designers who misrepresent a system to users provide ambiguous and incorrect information, leading the user to perform
tasks in the interests of the shareholder. In comparison to the
dark pattern “sneaking,” the misrepresentation is implemented
in a direct and explicit way, rather than in a sneaky and hidden
manner. Within this approach, designers do not make the effort to hide or disguise information, but instead provide false
information. For example, a post included a fake notification
on the top of the website which directs the user to a login
page, sending a pop-up/ alert asking the user to rotate their
device so that they can present a “crappy ad.” Another website showed different costs and discounts on different product
pages to make the user feel that they were saving on the purchase, while also providing contradictory information. On a
ticket website, a designer incorporated fake ticket deadlines to
impart a false sense of urgency, while bringing up dialog boxes
with fake virus warnings. In these cases, lying and deception
were the most brazen and transparent, relying on a user’s sense
of resignation or naivéte [14], which may particularly impact
already disadvantaged or dis-empowered groups.
Beyond these properties, which appeared multiple times across
our dataset, we also found some weak examples that warrant

further investigation, such as “subterfuge” and “creating busywork.” Designers engage in subterfuge when they ask users
to give up personal information while also disguising the task
flow, restricting the user from understanding how their data
might be used in the background. By creating busywork, designers create a system of interactions which requires the user
to engage in similar, repetitive tasks to achieve a goal when
other ways are possible to make it easier for users.
DISCUSSION

Through our content analysis, we have identified and described
ethical concerns that are presented by Reddit users. We have
focused our analysis on the nature and diversity of these shared
artifacts (RQ1), their relationship to known dark pattern strategies (RQ2), and forms of malicious behavior present in these
artifacts that move beyond the dark patterns literature towards
“asshole design” behavior (RQ3). Through these findings, we
have identified ethical concerns being discussed “in the wild”
by community members, and the ways in which artifacts are
used as a vehicle for conversation. Our findings indicate numerous opportunities to engage with ethics in an everyday
sense, providing a foundation through which to propose a
community-grounded notion of the “asshole designer” that
may shape future ethics research, ethically-grounded design
practice, and policy implementation. In this section, we wish
to identify the impact of our findings in relation to these communities. First, we synthesize our work on asshole designs,
characterizing and contrasting properties in relation to definitions of dark patterns, value-centered design, and bad designs
by proposing a model of value inscription in design activity.
Second, we provide a theoretical account of designer responsibility that focuses on the anthropomorphization of ethical
properties, detailing how designers inscribe manipulative or
user-centered values into designed outcomes. Third, we identify opportunities for engaging with and supporting ethical
conversations “on the ground,” building on the capacity of this
online community to language ethical concerns.
Distinguishing Asshole Design, Dark Patterns,
Value-Centered Design, and Bad Design

With the introduction of “dark patterns” to the academic ethics
literature [33, 34] , the role of stakeholders, intentions, and
motivations regarding ethically-centered or evil practice has
become increasingly blurry. In this section, we seek to compare and contrast the definitional components—including parallels and overlaps—among the concepts asshole design, dark
patterns, value-centered design, and bad design. To do this,
we first need to differentiate these terms by origin. While
value-centered design largely has its origins within the HCI
and design academic traditions, notions of bad design are more
strongly indicated by the work of practitioners, as contextualized by a specific, but not always fully articulated design
philosophy (e.g., “less is more,” efficiency, emancipation, hedonic power). The notion of “dark patterns” was created for
uptake in design practice [7], and is roughly paralleled by the
notion of “asshole design,” which has gained resonance by social media users, which may also incidentally include design
practitioners and technologists. Thus, we can first identify
three separate communities that may be of interest in future

work: the design practitioner, the academic researcher, and the
everyday user.
Dark Design

Socio-Cultural and
Organizational Forces

Asshole Design
Value-Centered Design

Inscribing Dark
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Figure 3. Designer’s inscription of dark, asshole, and human values.

Working Definitions

We propose a preliminary set of connections among these
concepts and communities in Figure 3, framing the figure
as a generative schema [47] rather than as a prescriptive or
predictive model. This schema is built with the following four
working definitions in mind, building on Gray et al. [33]:
• We define asshole designer properties as instances where
designers explicitly assert control over the user’s experience, implementing obnoxious, coercive, or deceitful behaviors that are almost solely in the shareholder’s best interest.
These properties are primarily associated with a designer
who posses some kind of malicious intent which is inscribed
explicitly and wantonly into a designed outcome, with the
goal of intentionally designing to restrict or obstruct the
user from their task flow through various mechanisms.
• Gray et al. [33] define dark patterns strategies as “instances
where designers use their knowledge of human behavior
(e.g., psychology) and the desires of end users to implement
deceptive functionality that is not in the user’s best interest.”
Designed artifacts incorporating dark patterns may be considered a potential superset of artifacts with asshole design
properties, where designers inscribe “darkness” by carefully
applying manipulative strategies through inconspicuous or
sneaky means; however, the inclusion of asshole properties
or dark patterns may result in dark or evil outcomes.
• We define value-centered design through instances where
designers seek to provide value to users and stakeholders,
consistent with an overarching philosophy of design that
prioritizes certain types of design decisions and resulting
user experiences. Value-centered design activity is the result
of designers prioritizing “human values,” supporting user
needs over stakeholders needs.
• We define bad design through instances where designers
seek to provide value to users and stakeholders, but partially or completely fail in this goal due to lack of technical
skill or knowledge of user needs. In this case, the designed
artifact itself is not properly constructed, causing user inconvenience and potentially hurting the user, but without
the intent of manipulation.
Inscribing Ethics through Design Activity

We expand on these concepts through the relationship formed
between a designer and the designed outcome. As visualized in Figure 3, we contend that a designer actively inscribes

values as an outgrowth of their own design philosophy and
the socio-cultural and organizational forces that surround
them [10, 30, 31, 61, 65]. A designer may alternately inscribe
values attributed with dark UX, assholery, or human values—
and these values may be inscribed either in combination or
moderated through various persuasive techniques in the form
of dark pattern strategies [7, 33], asshole design properties,
and human values [26]. As a result, these inscription pathways shape the designed outcomes that may tend towards dark
design, asshole design, and value-centered design. The presence of asshole design properties in our corpus appears to
increase the likelihood of dark patterns being present, while
dark patterns may also exist independently of asshole design
properties due to its focus on sneaky, less detectable forms
of manipulation. The presence of asshole design properties
perhaps indicates an aggressive, explicit act on the part of the
designer to engage in unethical practices, while dark patterns
could be considered as a surreptitious, yet premeditated form
of “dark UX.” The presence of human values does not necessarily guard against the presence of dark or asshole approaches,
thus we depict dark patterns and asshole designer properties
as potentially (although not always) coexisting with human
values. The concept of a design that is fully value-centered
is presented as an edge case, unlikely to be fully reached in
reality. Because bad designs fail at the conceptual or technical
phase [50], we do not include these in the schema, although
they too may include dark or asshole properties, either unintentionally (as a result of poor quality) or intentionally.
Anthropomorphizing Ethics

Through our analysis of artifacts, we identified preliminary
properties of asshole designers: automating the user away,
being two-faced, being controlling, entrapping, nickling-anddiming, and misrepresenting. In parallel with prior work on
dark patterns strategies by Gray et al. [33], we saw these properties not as descriptive aspects of artifacts in the world, but
rather as evidence of inscription—likely with intent—by a
designer. In this section, we expand upon the role of anthropomorphizing ethics, positioning these evil or dark outcomes
as evidence of intentional design by a designer, rather than as
something that can be bracketed away from evil or dark intent.
Thus, we highlight the inscribed values of assholery in Table 1
as qualities of “asshole designers” that points towards explicit
human qualities that warrant further investigation. These properties resemble common and easily identifiable human qualities of being coercive, manipulative, or aggressive, closely
matching popular conceptions of the “pushy” or “used car
salesperson.” For example, what might motivate a person to
be “two-faced” or “controlling” in the real-world? How might
these properties exist as an extension of mediation tensions
present in an organizational environment (cf., [32])? It is
possible that these properties are the result of the inscription
of ethical tensions—even miscalculated tensions—into the
technological artifacts they are designing.
Building upon this anthropomorphizing ethics approach, we
do not position only single designers as culpable. In contrast, we found that users on this subreddit blamed various
many stakeholders such as writers, movie producers, marketing strategists, subtitle designers, and users that built inappro-

priate communities on social platforms. Thus, we position the
properties of “asshole designers” as impacting multiple stakeholders. By positioning these tensions or potential impacts as
common human responses to stress, tension, or the desire to
attain capitalist ideals, we view asshole designs as the product
of a broken system—with a multiplicity of structural forces at
work—rather than simply the work of bad actors, which can
easily be set aside as an aberration. Further consideration of
these ethical qualities, in all of their instantiations, may allow
further investigation into how designers explore, extract, identify and select useful information from limited and complex
resources that shape the creation of designed outcomes.
Community Capacity in Ethical Deliberation

Ethical deliberation has been primarily discussed in formal
settings by researchers and practitioners [31, 42, 56, 64]. In
this study, we focused on the dynamics of online communities
to demonstrate how users perceive the ethical complexities of
technologies, setting the stage for further ethical argumentation. The subreddit under study is composed of citizens—users
who are unlikely to have experienced professional training on
design values or ethics. However, we found that these community members were capable of identifying, sharing, and
elaborating on the definition of asshole design in ways that
move beyond academic and practitioner discourses of dark
and unethical design practices. Although ethical issues are
considered a difficult topic for non-experts to discuss, these
community members actively engaged in ethical argumentation by exposing and shaming the creators of asshole designs.
Indeed, at the time of writing, this subreddit ranked 82nd
among the most active subreddits with high levels of user participation [40]. What encourages the active engagement of
these users in ethical argumentation, and how does the community create the capacity to engage in this conversation? A
possible answer comes from a post pinned by a community
manager of “/r/assholedesign” (100% upvoted) on the occasion of the subreddit reaching one million subscribers [59].
The community manager stated: “Every time you call out a
company for their bullshit, you are helping to reinforce the
sentiment that we are not simply mindless consumers.” This
call-to-action for the community also included additional context, recognizing the tensions experienced by designers of
technological systems: “We aren’t asking for the impossible.
We’re not asking that everything on the internet be free and
immediately available for everybody everywhere. [. . . ] But we
want the respect that comes from a two-way relationship. We
give them website hits and business, and in return they don’t
try to force us to jump through hoops just so they can get a
teeny-tiny bit more out of us. We are users, but we don’t like
being used.” These arguments underscore a sense of shared
responsibility for counteracting malicious tricks while also
arguing for user rights, demonstrating a community capacity
for subreddit members to engage in ethically-nuanced conversations.

education. First, while this work has highlighted the capacity of community members to propose “asshole designs” for
deliberation, the community response to these artifacts also
represents a substantial opportunity to describe “in the wild”
ethical discourses and means of argumentation, independent
from academic notions of ethical engagement. Through our
engagement in this community, we have observed how community members have unique and varied ethical frames and
strategies to describe and examine salient ethical concerns,
which may motivate a new strand of research activity on the
ethical awareness of social media users. Although the size of
the subreddit “/r/assholedesign/” and the goals of the community members have potential value to inform future work on
ethical discourses “in the wild,” this Reddit community may
exhibit skewed characteristics. In this regard, we suggest that
researchers consider other forms of end user engagements as a
form of data triangulation to point toward community capacity
in ethical deliberation. Second, the malicious intent present in
members’ articulation of asshole designer properties warrants
further investigation, focusing on directionality and amplitude
of intent, and the person or persons that these users feel is
culpable. While our set of properties, presented as a set of
anthropomorphizing qualities, humanizes the inscription of
values, our research context does not allow access into the
mediating tensions that cause a designed outcome to become
dark or asshole-inscribed. Future research should address the
lifecycle of asshole and dark design, including the intentions
of designers and stakeholders as well as the perceptions of
these motivations by end users. Finally, our work strongly indicates the need for more engaged ethics education in UX and
HCI programs, including a detailed account of how students
navigate value-centered, dark, and asshole outcomes in their
everyday work. Illuminating the trajectories of value inscription, including the role of value-centered methods in building
awareness of this inscription, is an ideal area for future work.
CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have provided results of content analysis
of posts from the subreddit “/r/assholedesign,” pointing towards ethical considerations relating to dark patterns and the
properties of asshole designers. We detailed the range of artifacts shared and their resonance with existing frameworks
of dark UX, demonstrating a substantial overlap between the
concepts of dark patterns and asshole design as identified from
an end-user perspective. Building beyond this overlap, we
proposed a set of properties that an asshole designer takes on
when inscribing values into their work, distinct from extant
dark pattern strategies. We identify how these properties anthropomorphize ethics in productive ways that allow access
to the inscription and mediation processes of designers. We
conclude by highlighting the capacity of this community to
engage in online discourses about ethics, proposing future
research to describe engagement in ethical complexity among
social media users and design practitioners.

IMPLICATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
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